Dear Parent/Guardian
Attached is a list of items not included in the school levy and need to be supplied by you. Please ensure each item is named and ready for the first day of school. A list of items in the levy is available for perusal at the office.

1 Blue Book Bag St. Martin’s with Logo or Library Bag (from previous year)
1 Recorder (Compulsory) from previous year (Note: A replacement is available from the office if required)
1 Pencil Case
1 Packet Coloured Pencils
1 Packet of Oil Pastels (12 Pieces)
1 Packet of Textas
1 Pencil Sharpener (single hole barrel preferably)
1 Ruler Wooden 30cm
1 Scissors (small) (from previous year or provide own)
1 Eraser (Pencil)
1 Headphones (from previous year or provide own)
1 USB (from previous year or provide own)
4 Glue Sticks (35g)
1 Tennis Ball
1 Library Bag
1 Art Smock
1 Art folder (from previous year)
1 Box of Tissues
1 small packet of chux wipes